
Background 

The World Health Organization has recently developed a 
global guideline on optimizing the delivery of effective 
maternal and newborn health interventions through task-
shifting (Optimize4MNH). Task-shifting entails moving 
tasks from one group of health workers to another, usually 
less highly trained, group of health workers, and is 
regarded as one possible solution to the human resources 
for health crisis.  

The guideline recommends options regarding which 
interventions can be delivered by less highly trained cadres 
in a manner that is safe, effective, acceptable and feasible.  

  

Conclusions 

Overall, the guideline includes 128 recommendations for 

lay health worker, auxiliary nurses, auxiliary nurse-

midwives, nurses, midwives, associate clinicians, advanced 

associate clinicians and non-specialist doctors.  The 

guideline incorporates a range of state-of-the-art 

approaches for developing health systems guideline, many 

of which may be useful for similar initiatives addressing 

other questions. 

 

The guideline will soon by published by the WHO and 

disseminated in a range of formats. 
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The following  are also included for each guideline 
question:  
● A judgement regarding the balance of desirable and 

undesirable consequences  

● A recommendation and a justification for this 

● Implementation considerations  

● Relevant monitoring and evaluation/research priorities.  

● The benefits and harms of the intervention when 
delivered by the health workers in question 

● Anticipated resource use 

● Acceptability 

● Feasibility 

 
 

Systematic reviews of qualitative evidence 
 

In addition to using evidence from systematic reviews of 

the safety and effectiveness of service delivery by different 

health worker cadres, the Optimize4MNH guideline also 

drew on systematic reviews of qualitative evidence and 

systematic analysis of country case studies. These 

additional reviews provided evidence on the acceptability 

and feasibility of taskshifting and on implementation 

considerations.   
 

Objectives 

To discuss the methods used to develop the evidence-based 
Optimize4MNH guideline.  

 

Results 

The guideline used a number of novel approaches: 
 

Framework for moving from evidence to 

recommendations 
 

The guideline piloted a new framework, developed by the 

DECIDE project (www.decide-collaboration.eu) and the 

GRADE Working Group, for presenting evidence to the 

guideline panel.  

This framework aimed to help guideline panel members 

move from evidence to health system recommendations by 

informing judgements about the pros and cons of complex 

options. 

For each guideline question, the framework presented, in a 
structured  format, evidence regarding:  
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